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THE STATE-OF-THE-ART IN DIGITAL VIDEO PRODUCTION

MEDIA sum PRO
VDEO PRODUCIION FOR IHIRESf OF US.

^  File Edit Bin Program Timeline UJindou*s o ai"

MEDIA
SUITE
PRO

If you 're a professional
communicator, you

now have a powerful
new tool for creating

exciting and effective pre
sentations—Avid's Media

Suite Pro. With video, you'll
have a whole new range of
opportunities to deliver your message.
It guarantees consistency. Adds enter
tainment value. Focuses attention. It

simplifies a complex message and cre
ates impact. And with video, you'll have
complete control over how your mes
sage is delivered. Anywhere. Anytime.

VIDEO. THE MEDIUM OP CHOICE.
With the introduction of Media Suite

Pro, those new to video will have new

and exciting ways to create powerful
presentations. And for those with video
experience. Media Suite Pro will provide
you with the easiest, most productive
video editing process on your desktop.

Media Su

raradise. Sttbouts

Ethan 01 CherueOI Ethan 02 Ch8rne02

J  1 ; Msinaudreom

Slas Duid<*>9ub011 Slen lonndsurflno

CB^It rJOXJOCI00050«J

ite Pro features an easy-to-use Macintosh interface with the most
sophisticated feature-set on the desktop. It's easy and it's fast.

Pro gives you instant access
to your footage and edits.
And with up to 32 levels of
undo, you can quickly experi
ment with changes. You'll be
making finished videos in
hours, not days.

Media Suite Pro
is as easy to use as

your Macintosh. And the
quality—well, It'sanAvidl

allowing you to free all of your creative
potential.

LOADED WITH SPECIAL EFFECTS.
With Media Suite Pro you'll get the best
image quality available, 30 frames per
second accuracy, perfect lip sync,
4 tracks of true CD-quality sound,
transition effects, sophisticated spe
cial effects and titling. In addition, you
can import your existing graphics and
incorporate animation files from other
Mac programs. And then, when
you've made your last edit, just click
the mouse and you'll output directly
from disk to tape in real time. With Media
Suite Pro, when you're done, you're done.

EASY TO LEARN & EASY TO USE.
Media Suite Pro is simple to learn and
easy to use. If you can use a Macintosh,
you can create a video program. You can
edit sequences seamlessly and effort
lessly. Edits can be made quickly, giving
you time to experiment and make sure
things are just right. Every time.

CHANGE YOUR MIND?
CHANGE YOUR VIDEO!
It's just that easy with Media Suite Pro.
You can change anything with just a
click of the mouse. Because unlike tra

ditional editing systems. Media Suite

QUALITY VIDEO?
OF COURSE, irS AN AVID!
Avid Technology, the creator of Media
Suite Pro, is the leader in digital video

itUm DunCars C1

Lexus SC Lincon Mark \C18331C Mercedes Car Says

Diiph Mitsus Acura NSX Woman Mercedes

Just double-dick on your source
clips to view, edit and place both
audio and video dips—instantiyi

solutions, with the largest installed
base of customers in post-production,
broadcast, government and corporate
AM departments in the world.

WHERE TO SEE MEDIA SUITE PRO.
Design Network, Houston's exclusive
source for Avid's Media Suite Pro is

scheduling private product demonstra
tions. If you would like to see what's new
in video, give us a call at 713.956.4300.
Isn't it about time you got into video?

DESIGN NETWORK

1212 North Post Oak Rd., #100 • Houston, TX 77055

APPLE • ADOBE • AVID • MICRONET • MITSUBISHI • RADIUS • RASTEROPS • SONY • TRUEVISION
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INSIDE Haaug

OVERVIEW
The Houston Area Apple Users Group provides a forum for the exchange of ideas and information about Apple Computer products
and their associated hardware and software. Meetings, newsletters, special interest groups, and other events create this forum.

Membership

A one-year Haaug membership is $35 and
includes the Starter Kit, an APPLE BARREL

subscription, and a membership card giv
ing access to all of the club's services. You
can become a member at the Answer Desk

during the meeting, through brochures
located at local dealers, by calling the
Haaug Hot Line, and having a brochure
mailed to you, or by downloading an
application from Haaug Heaven.
Renewals cost $30 per year. A membership
form is located on the last page of this
issue.

Meeting

Haaug generally meets on the third
Saturday of the month at the University of
Houston University Center, located on the
University of Houston University Park
campus. Please see the map and member
ship application at the back of this book.
Complete schedules are available at the
meetings, and new members should attend
the New Member Orientation, which

begins at 10 a.m., to learn what the club
has to offer.

Meeting Scheduie

Here's a typical monthly meeting schedule.
A schedule for each month's specific meet
ing topics is available at the meeting at the
Answer Desk. Be sure to get one of these
meeting handouts as soon as you arrive at
the monthly meeting.

10:00 New Member Orientation

11:00 Macintosh Main Presentation

12:00 Haaug Business Meeting
12:30 Apple II Main Presentation

Special Interest Groups (SIGs) on various
topics are held througnout the day. Many
great topics of interest.

Upcoming Meeting Dates
• Aprill7
• May 22
•  June 19

•  July 17 (Swap Meet)
• August 21

Board of Directors Meetings

Haaug's Board of Directors is empowered
to act on the club's behalf between meet

ings and meets on the first Thursday of
each month at the offices of Fiserv, 5715

Westheimer, Suite 200 at 6:30 p.m. All
members are encouraged to attend.

Haaug Hot Line: 522-2179

The Haaug Hot Line provides a means for
members to learn the meeting time and
location. Because we are sometimes forced

to change our meeting time without
enough warning to mail out a notification,
members should make it a habit to call the

Hot Line to verify meeting time and loca
tion. Non-menbers may also leave their
names and addresses to receive more infor

mation about the club.

Haaug Heaven BBS

Haaug Heaven , Haaug's multi-line com

puterized Bulletin Board System, offers
modem owners a continuous meeting
place. The telephone number is 713-955-
2626 and the recommended protocol is
setting is 8-n-l-full. Baud rates of 300,
1200, 2400, 9600, and 14,400 hst are sup
ported. You'll find complete instructions
on-line. Haaug Heaven Sysops: Steve
BCnouse, Tom Dolezal, and Neal Scott.

To Submit Artwork or an Article

for the Apple Barrel:

Send the information to the APPLE BARREL

or Myra Gouger over Haaug Heaven, or
mail a diskette, along with a hard copy to:

Myra Gouger

The (Design Studio
2425 W. Loop South #1007

Houston, TX 77027

Art illustrations should be saved in EPS or

TIFF files and submitted as above by mail,
or hand-delivery. DO NOT COMPRESS
ARTWORK OR TEXT.

The deadline for the Apple Barrel is

one month prior to the next Apple Barrel
publication.

Libraries: Macintosh & Apple

The Macintosh Public Domain Library
contains over 150 disks of public domain,
shareware, and demo software which mem

bers may purchase at the monthly meeting
for $5.00/disk. Directory disks contining
listings of library disks, an APPLE Barrel
style guidelines disk, and recently submit
ted disks may be copied free. Additionally,
Apple Computer's latest System release is
available from the library at a nominal
charge.
Elizabeth English, Librarian 626-1586
Apple 11 libarary programs are available for
$l/disk. A "catalog on disk" is available for
$5/disk. Manuals also are available at the

meeting describing what's in the library.
Apple's latest System release is available at
a nominal charge.
Don MacGregor, Librarian 530-5034

Apple Barrel Editor

Myra Gouger

Haaug Boutique

965-0100 Ciair Jaschke 937-8349
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CLUB OFFICERS

President

Mark Jacob 932-9243

First Vice President Programs

Greg Staten 521 -9003

Second Vice President,

Facilities

Paul Wood 780-8269

Secretary

David Jaschke 937-8349

Treasurer

Frank Coe 498-8112

Senior Advisor

Neal Scott 890-0532

Past President

Cleland Early 941-7247

Apple Barrel Editor

Myra Gouger 965-0100

Membership Chairman

Mike Stoops 242-1312

Apple Barrel Ad Manager

Myra Gouger 965-0100

Director

Eric Nye 468-5532

Director

Tom Doiezai 496-5594

Director

Glair Jaschke 937-8349

Director

Mike Brouiiette 578-9822

Director

Vacant

Publicity Chairman

Vacant

Special Interest Groups (SIGs)
i Special Interest Groups are clubs withint the club and focus on
'narrower topics of interest. For more information, contact the
Chairman listed below of the SIG you are interested in.

Apple II SIG Chairmen

Apple II Coordinator

Lyle Wiishington 661-3938

Advanced Apple IlGS

Mike BrouUecte 578-9822

iAppleSoft

i; John Whire 409/945-2160

I Beginning Apple Works

,• John WoIfiF 771-0463

IpbUCATION ̂ ^ ^ ^
: Mike Stoops 242-1312

Iapple II Games
Bruce Baker 921-1742

?

pppLE IlGS Games
;  SIG Leader Needed

r ■

•' Hardware/Apple/Mac

Nisso Cordovi ........358-4338

■ Home Use

Mike Stoops 242-1312

PC Transporter

Lyle Washington .661-3938

1
D Telecommunications/Apple/Mac

Cliff nines 667-8740

{Time Out Apple II

Wayne Bockleman 999-6528

Mac SIG Chairmen

Macintosh Coordinator

Tom Doiezai 496-5594

Art & Illustration

Wayne Bostow .468-6546

CAD/Engineering

Ronnie Haws 444-6720

Databases

Buddy Jacks 409-299-15 55

Desktop Publishing

Myra Gouger 965-0100

Developers

Chris Wakefieid 869-4015

Games,.,. ̂

Robert C. Lewis 242-0990

HyperCard

Marcy Crowe.... .723-3457

Vendor Coordinator

Morton Butler 895-6200

Hypermedia

Alien Adams 931-5433

Macintosh Diagnostics

Rusty Little 468-4255

Macintosh Fundamentals

Chris Flick 893-5630

Publishing

Greg Staten 521-9003

Really Cool Stuff

Greg Staten 521-9003

Spreadsheets

Morton Butler 973-6367

Utilities

Robert C. Lewis 242-0990

4th Dimension (4-D)
Tom Dillon 376-6502
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HAAiTC EXPERTS

Adobe Illustrator

C.V. Rao 796-2512

Greg Staten 521-9003
Adobe Photoshop

C.V. Rao 796-2512

Greg Staten 521-9003
Adobe Streamline

C.V. Rao 796-2512

AppleShare

C.V. Rao 796-2512

Beagle Buddy-Mac

Mike Stoops... 242-1312
Business Sense

Jack Cowart 467-4215

Canvas

Judy McKenzle 277-5828
Claris CAD

Hannes Hofer 664-7784

Claris Works

C.V. Rao 796-2512

Color Printers

C.V. Rao 796-2512

Color Scanners

C.V. Rao 796-2512

DeltaGraph Pro

Hannes Hofer 664-7784

Design Studio

Cleland Early 941-7247
Dollars & Sense

Gerald Penn 498-0079

Hannes Hofer 664-7784

Neal Scott 890-0532

C.V. Rao 796-2512

Electronic Pre-Press

C.V. Rao .796-2512

Ethernet

C.V. Rao 796-2512

FILEMAKER PRO

C.V. Rao 796-2512

Hannes Hofer 664-7784

4th Dimension

Tom Dillon 376-6502

FrameMaker

Ronnie Haws 444-6720

Freehand

JudyMcKenzle 277-5828
Games

MACINTOSH

Bob Lewis 242-0990

Haaug Heaven - Mac

Bruce Baker 921-1742

HYPERCARD

Marcy Crowe 723-3457
Hypermedia

Scott Korcz 794-0753

Image Setters

C.V. Rao 796-2512

InTouch

Neal Scott 890-0532

Layout & Design

Myra Goug^r 965-0100
MacInTax

L. Greenbaum 721-1310

MacMoney

Ted Lee 980-7242

MacroMind Director

Ed Kuslk 484-4086

Microphone II

Greg Staten 521-9003
Microsoft Basic

Tom Dillon 367-6502

Microsoft Excel

Les Brown 795-2741

Hannes Hofer 664-7784

Myra Gouger 965-0100
Microsoft File

Gerald L. Penn 498-0079

Microsoft Word

Hannes Hofer 664-7784

Myra Gouger 965-0100
Microsoft Works

Mark Jacob 932-9243

Mici CAD

R. Pederson 462-4156

Norton Utilities

C.V. Rao 796-2512

OverVue 2.1

Neal Scott 890-0532

PageMaker

C.V. Rao 796-2512

Myra Gouger 965-0100
Persuasion

C.V. Rao 796-2512

Panorama II

Eric Nye 468-5532

Neal Scott 890-0532

Personal Ancestral File

Neal Scott 890-0532

QuarkXPress

C.V. Rao 796-2512

Greg Staten 521-9003
Myra Gouger 965-0100

QuickMail

C.V. Rao 796-2512

Red Ryder

Neal Scott 890-0532

Redux

Neal Scott 890-0532

Retrospect

C.V. Rao 796-2512

Spinnaker Plus

Mel Klohn 578-9827

SuperCard

Mel Klohn 578-9827

System 7

C.V. Rao 796-2512

TML Pascal

Grady Beaird 529-8420
WingZ

Ed Kuslk 484-4086

WordPerfect

L. Greenbaum 721-1310

Write Now

Tom Turlch 980-1216

ZBasic

Tom Dillon 376-6502

Apple II

AE Mousetalk

Frank Coe 498-8112

Applesoft

Lyie Washington ...661-3938
AppleWorks

Eric Nye 468-5532
Frank Coe (IIgs)....498-8112

AppleWriter II

Robin Cox 463-3778

APW: Assembly

Mark Johnson 827-0523

Beagle Buddy - Apple

Don MacGregor....530-5034
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BeagleWrite GS

Kelly Martino 520-8260
Family Roots

Clifton Taylor 462-1698
GS Tools

Frank Goe 498-8112

Haaug Heaven - Apple II

Bruce Baker 921-1742

Paintworks Gold

Don MacGregor....530-5034
Prosel 16

Sam Theis 578-7130

Public Domain IIgs

Henry Malmgren ...325-4168
Publish It! Easy

David Jaschke 937-8349

Talk Is Cheap

John Christy 955-2941

HARDWARE

A.I. Inner Drive

Ed Perkins 568-8713

Apple He

Chuck Ducharme..363-5076

Apple IIgs

Frank Coe 498-8112

Tom Dolezal 596-2645

Sam Theis 578-7130

Apple II Plus

David Jaschke 937-8349

Lyie Washington ...661-3938
Lisa/Mac XL

Mark Jacob 932-9243

Macintosh

Myra Gouger 965-0100
SCSI Peripherals

Myra Gouger 965-0100
PC Transporter

Lyie Washington ...661-3938
Telebit Modems

Greg Staten 521-9003

Miscellany

IBM TO Mac Transfers

C.V. Rao 796-2512

To update a listing, contact the editor at 965-0100

:^or a problem you can't figure out no matter how?
Jong you look at the manual? Call one of Haaug's spe-^
eialiscs to help you out of a jam. But, please, call only
between the hours of9:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m. Experts
are people, too! They're ail volunteers. Share your
knowledge. Make new contacts. Become a Haaug
expert. Contact the Editor to be placed on the list. |

aUG . nnA\i\uj(K
Houston Area Apple Users Group

boutique

ITEMS FOR SALE PRICE

• Stitched Logo Jackets $50.00
• Polo Shirts with Logo $32.00
• T-Shirts with Muiti-Coior Logo $12.00
• T-Shirts with One-Color Logo $ 6.00
• Caps $10.00
• Koozies $ 2.00
• Apple 11 Guides $ 5.00
• Apple Barrels $ 2.00
• Apple Barrel Bundles $ 5.00

All Items are subject to availability.
Each Item is Available in a Variety ot Colors.

Sizes are Small, Medium, Large, X-Large, and XX-Large.
Children's Sizes are available by Order.

Polo Shirts are made to order and come with or without a packet.
Haaug Boutique is Owned and Operated by Haaug

Profits Help Keep Your Club Going!
For More Information, Call 937-8349

DID YOU KNOW

You can now have the same quality of voice mail service

as many Fortune 500 companies at a fraction of the cost.

• Absoiuteiy Confidential
• No Equipment Necessary

• Answers Your Phone 24 Hours a Day
• Never Puts Your Clients on Hold

•  Information Hotlines

• Nationwide 800 Service

•  Employee Screening

Voicemail of "Whether your needsWhether your needs

Texas

are one or hundreds
of Voice Mailboxes, we can customize a

package to fit YOUR needs.

CALL (713) 995-8255

WE ARE PROUD TO SERVE THE Haaug HOTLINE 522-2179
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THE MAIN PRESENTATIONS
WORDPERFECT CORPORATION

ON THE .MEETING

WordPerfect Corporation presents sev
eral of their latest and greatest software pack
ages for the Macintosh®. Among the pro
grams that they will present will be
WordPerfectWorks, WordPerfect Office

and their great WordPerfect word processing
program.

WordPerfectWorks formerly
BeagleWorks is possibly the finest integrated
Works program for the Macintosh platform.
This award-winning software sets new stan
dards for the term "integration."
WordPerfectWorks combines a full-function

word processor (complete with spelling
checker and thesaums), a spreadsheet, a
charting program, a database, a painting
program, a drawing program and communi
cations modules into one harmonious pack
age. This truly integrated program lets you
combine data from all other modules in a

single document and makes changes (edit in
context), all without leaving your document!
Here are some of the great features of the
program:

•  Word Processor — Auto-wrap, multi
ple columns, custom styles, multiple headers
and footers, spelling checker and thesaurus.
•  Spreadsheet — Apply a different type
style to any cell; create up to 256 columns
and 16,385 rows.

•  Charting — Chart types include line,
bar, column, scatter, exploded pie and more,
all in 256 colors.

•  Database — Up to 16,000 records per
file and 256 fields per second, mail merge
with word processor, 64 built-in functions,
up to 32 report formats for your data.
•  Draw — Tear off menus for tools, col

ors, patterns and more; drawing tools
include line, arc, rectangles, freehand, poly
gon, oval and more; 256 custom colors and
128 patterns.
•  Paint — Paint tools include paint
brush, spray can, paint bucket, pencil, line,
arc, freehand shape and more; tear off
menus for tools, colors, patterns and line
widths; special effects; color images using
256 custom colors and 128 patterns.
•  Commimications — Stores commonly
used phone numbers with settings; autodial

and auto answer; uses Apple's
Communications Toolbox.

WordPerfect Office™ for the Macintosh®

is a collection of office automation programs
for Macintosh networks. Some of Office's

amenities include mail, calendar, notebook,

file manager and forms maker. These desk
accessories allow you to send electronic mail,
schedule events and resources for people on
the network, create databases and organize
your desktop. The Forms Maker application
lets you create forms for use in mail, calen
dar and notebook. In addition, Office

includes gateway services to communicate
with other Wordperfect Office platforms
and third-party electronic mail systems.
You'll soon wonder how you ever survived
without it!

WordPerfect 2.1

WordPerfect for the Macintosh® is

now a powerful System 7 Savvy word
processor, offering a powerful graphics edi
tor, improved page layout features, easy
graphics handling, macros, and of course,
complete file compatibility with
WordPerfect on other platforms. Plus,
Wordperfect 2.1 supports Apple's
QuickTime.

2.1 Features:

•  Powerful Macintosh® interface

•  Integrated text and graphics
•  Powerful editing tools
•  Macro and macro editor which allows

you to do many routine tasks automatically
like envelope addressing, putting dates on
letters, etc.

•  Extensive drawing and editing
capabilities

•  Over 50 border styles
•  Legal features such as table of

authorities

•  Ruler with pop-up menus
•  Newspaper, parallel and extended

columns

•  Toll-free customer support

WordPerfect 2.1 is far more Macintosh®

feeling than any other word processor on
the market.

Apple Barrel May 1993



The SIG's

New Member Orientation

Appie II & Macintosh

All new members and prospective mem
bers should attend this introduction to

Haaug. This is a 30-minute SIG which
repeats at the end of the first presentation.

Macintosh Main Presentation
WorPerfect Corporation.

Business Meeting
Apple II & Macintosh
A brief Business Meeting is held imme

diately after the Macintosh Main
Presentation. The latest club information

will be discussed.

Pizza SIG

Regular price $4.00, $4.00, $4.00...Food
and fun with the gang at the Pizza Hut
across the street from the campus on
Calhoun. Join us!

Apple II Topics
Apple II Main Presentation

To be announced.

Advanced GS

To be announced.

Applesoft (II)
To be announced.

AppleWorks
To be announced.

Hardware (II & Mac)
To be announced.

Home Use

To be announced.

Telecommunications (II & Mac)
To be announced.

Time Out

To be announced.

Macintosh SIGs

Art & Illustration

Cleland Early, developer and past presi
dent of HAAUG, will give a much antici
pated and long awaited demonstration of
FrameMaker.

CAD/Englneerlng

Oza Bouchard Architects Inc. will give a
presentation on AutoCAD Rel. 11 forthe
Macintosh. The presentation will cover
basic system configurations, 3D,
AutoLISP, external peripheries, importing,
exporting, compatibility, and more. The
focus example will be the use of the
Macintosh in the architectural office and

the interaction with engineers, decorators,
contractors, manufacturers, and clients

using other or no computer systems.

Databases

To be announced.

Desktop Publishing
Learning to fine-tune your work - learn

how to make ghosts, opaque & translucent
pictures.

4th Dimension

To be announced.

Games

More of the usual game demos... now in
color!

Hardware (II & Mac)
To be announced.

HyperCard
Brad Beaubien will present DiskTrivia

1.1, a HyperCard stack that he created to
log the contents of floppy disks. You can
find a review of Brad's freeware HyperCard
stack in the January 1993 MACWORLD
(page 223). His stack is also in the
Macintosh PD library!

Macintosh Fundamentals

All the stuff you were afraid to ask.

Macintosh Spreadsheets
To be announced.

Macintosh Utilities

More exciting utility conversation and
demos, in color!

Professional Publishing
To be announced.

Really Cool Stuff
MacWorld 1993 wrap-up! Catch up on

all the really exciting new products
announced and shown in San Francisco

last month! Come see the new breakthru

CD-ROM game The Journeyman Project,
After Effects, and more.

SIG topics are provided for the information
of Haaug members by the individual SIG
chairmen and SIG coordinators.

The Editor Speaks.

Last month's Apple Barrel^^ our

color issue. It was designed and printed
in color to take advantage of the
MacShow that was coming up where
Haaug would have a booth. The pur
pose of the color issue was to attract
new members at the MacShow. To that

end, we were very successful. We got
75 new members right there at the
show, and got many more applications
in the mail following the show. Haaug
is growing. Those of us who attend
board meetings, watch our membership
tally every month. We worry if we fall
below a certain figure. Having new
members means new people with
potentially new ideas for SlCs, new
experts, and perhaps even new volun
teers.

Haaug constandy needs new vol
unteers. If you have something that you
would like to do for the club, volunteer

and let us know about it. It isn't fair to

assume that other people are going to
do it all for everyone else.

While we're at it, let's say thanks to
some special volunteers in our club
who always do as much as they can for
the group. These people include:
Elizabeth English, our Mac librarian.
She is always there every month help
ing people get the disks they need,
choosing the disks for the month,
reviewing the disks and on and on to
make the library run smoothly; Claire
Jaschke, our tireless HaauG Boutique
operator, who lugs all those shirts,
mugs, koozies, etc. around with her
from meeting to meeting; David
Jaschke, our Mac secretary at Board
meetings; Frank Coe, our Treasurer,
our President, Mark Jacob, who is
always there to help our Haaug mem
bers.

While we on the subject of thanks,
your overworked and under paid
Haaug editor would appreciate words
of thanks every now and then. The
Apple Barrel takes many hours to pro
duce, it takes time away from things we
need to do in our company. We do it
as a service for you, a thank you every
now and then would be nice.
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by

Mark Jacob

President

Haaug

iTle (Prez Sez
MACSHOW/HOUSTON COLD MINE FOR HAAUG!

MacShow/Houston was a great success
for HAAUG and show attendees.

Unfortunately for the exhibitors it had a
dark cloud-attendance was rather thin.

The silver lining for attendees was there
was no standing in lines, trying to see over
or through the crowds, excellent opportu
nities to speak with exhibitors, and good
seating for most seminars.

Fortunately HAAUG's cloud had a
golden lining. Our membership ranks
swelled by 75 at the three day show. We
made contact with many folks that previ
ously didn't know HAAUG existed or
needed to renew their lapsed member
ships. Our booth was quite busy through
out the show. Thanks to Frank Coe, Joni
Mclntire, Glair & David Jaschke, Helen
Landua, Ernest Klein, Jae Norment, Bill

Hopkins, Neal Scott, Bob McGinnis, Eric

Nye, Bob Hollingsworth, and Ken
Martinez for the fine job they did man
ning the booth during the show. Great
job!
Welcome to all our new members.

We're very glad you've joined HAAUG
and look forward to your participation at
the April general meeting as while as on
HAAUG HEAVEN. You'll discover being
a HAAUG member is quite a worthwhile
and enlightening experience, so jump in
and don't be afraid to ask questions.
Remember, helping each other is part of
what FIAAUG is all about.

The attendance to HAAUG sponsored
seminars suffered from not being listed in
the program, lack of phone line access,
and far-flung seminar rooms—as well as a

MacShow continued on page 11
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Macintosh

Disk of the

Month

by

■  E. English

1000 Miles
Robert Harris

87 Oakland St.

Medway, Mass. 02053
(6l7)-533-5058

This game is based upon the card game Mille
Bornes® by Parker Brothers®.

This product is being made available as
Sharware. If you like the program, please
send $10 to the above address. If you
decide not to purchase this game, please
remove it from your library and give it to a
friend. This product may be distributed
on public bulletin boards and user groups.
You may NOT sell this program.
Shareware distribution keeps the cost of
software programs low.

Overview

You play against the Macintosh. Your
playing areas are on the left side of the dis
play and the Macintosh plays on the right
side. Each player has four playing areas:
Safety Area, Battle Pile, Speed Pile, and
Distance Piles. Along the left edge of the
screen is your hand. The Macintosh has
a hand that is not displayed. At the bot
tom of the screen is a status window for

messages during the game. The top center
window shows the progress of the race.
The small center window is a card holder

with the remaining cards in the deck on
the left and the discarded cards on the

right.

The Deck

The deck of cards used in the game con
sists of 101 cards. A diagram showing the
cards in the deck and their names is shown

below. This screen is also available from

the game menu.

How to play the cards
Hazard Cards:

Out of Gas, Flat Tire, Accident and Stop.
Hazard cards are played on your oppo
nent's battle pile to temporarily stop him
from gaining additional distance. To play
a hazard your opponent must be able to
move at the time.

Speed Limit
This card is played on your opponent's
speed pile. Unlike the other hazards, this
card can be played even when your oppo
nent is not moving. When a player has a
speed limit card on top of his speed pile,
he cannot play distance cards greater than
50 miles.

Remedy Cards:
Gasoline, Spare Tire, Repairs
These cards are played on your own battle
pile on top of the corresponding hazard.
After being stopped by your opponent
playing a hazard on your battle pile, you
must fix your car by playing the corre
sponding remedy card. For example.
Repairs fixes Accident.
GO

The GO card gets your car moving. It
overcomes the Stop hazard. After playing a
normal remedy card your must play a GO
card to start moving again.
Fnd of Limit
Play this card on your own speed pile to
lift the Speed Limit hazard card played by
your opponent. Aftet playing End of Limit
you may play any distance card.
Distance Cards:

25, 50, 75, 100 and 200 Miles

To play a distance card you must be going
at the time. This means you must have a
GO card on top of your battle pile or have
a Right of Way safety showing.
During the course of a single race (or
hand) you may not play more than two
200 mile cards.

You may play any combination of mileage
cards to reach the finish line of 700 miles,

but you must finish EXACTLY.
Safety Cards:
Extra Tank, Puncture Proof Driving Ace,
Right of Way
These cards area played in your own safety
area. The safety fixes its corresponding
hazard that has been played against you
and prevents your opponent from ever
playing that hazard against you for the rest
of the race. After playing a Safety you get
another turn immediately.

Right of Way
This card is special in that it fixes two haz
ards: Stop and Speed Limit. After playing
this card you never have to play a GO card
again, even after playing a remedy card.
Coup Fourre (pronounced coo-foo-ray)
If your opponent plays a hazard on your
battle pile and you play the corresponding
safety without drawing first then you are
credited with a Coup Fourre. A safety
played in this manner works just like a
safety except the card is turned on its side
and you get additional points (see
Scoring). In addition, you are given an
automatic Go.

Each player has a hand of six (6) cards that
is not seen by the other player. At the
beginning of a turn a player draws a card
from the deck (with the exception of a
Coup Fourre attempt). This can be done
by double-clicking on the card back shown
in your hand window at the left of the
screen or by clicking on the deck in the
holder.

A turn is completed when you either play a
card or discard a card. The exception to
this rule is that you may play again aftet
playing a Safety.
As the first card of the game you may play
either a GO card to start your car, one of
the four Safety cards, or a Speed Limit card
on your opponent. To play a card simply
drag it to the window in which you want
the card to be played. For example, drag

DOM continued on page 11
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MacShow continued from page 8

symposium room that needed a Sherpa to
find!

Kudos to Rusty Litde, Chris Flick, John
& Ed Dial, and John Leahy of Prodigy
Services Company for locating the seminar
rooms. The good folks at Computize
attempted a cellular phone link for us, but
failed due to interference inside the con

vention center's massive steel frame.

Our humble QuickTime Film Festival
just did get off the ground with help from
Roh Roddewig of RasterOps (without
whose help this couldn't have happened at
all), Jim Paxon of Adobe Systems, and
Ffalle Eavelin & Greg Roach of Ffyperbole
Studios.

Special thanks to Carmela Zamora of
the Apple's User Group Connection for
coming all the way from Cupertino to
attend the UGAC Forum and see what

MacShow was all about. Thanks to the

local Apple office—Tom Condron, Daryl
Tschoepe, Charlie Ruoff, and Michele
Zaffarano—for all their support before and
during MacShow. FfAAUG appreciates
their generous and unswerving support.
March Meeting
Doak Adams of Symantec Corporation

demonstrated several of their fine prod
ucts. The new features of Symantec
AntiVirus for the Mac v3.5 and the new

Norton Essentials for PowerBook were

combined into a single main presentation
attended by over a hundred members.
Thanks to Symantec for showing their fine
products and supplying copies of each for
the raffle. Doak also supplied special
upgrade forms that were available to all
attending his presentation.

The Haaug booth at the Mac Show.

!  ' V I

After the Mac Show - the Haaug & Apple people got together at a restuarant.

DOM Continued from page 10

the GO card to your own battle pile.
Dragging a card to the discard holder in
the center of the screen will end your turn
with a discard.

Another way to play is to double click on
a card. The selected card is played in the
appropiate window or an explanation is
displayed describing why this card could
not be played. To discard you may use
Shift-double-click on a card in your hand.
The card will be discarded only if it can

not be currently played. This prevents
accidental discarding of important cards.
You may still discard if you wish by drag
ging the card to the card holder.
As you and your opponent play distance
cards you will see the progress of the race
in the center race window. Your car in

shown on the left and the Macintosh on

the right. A numerical distance and cur
rent scores are shown at the bottom of the

distance window for additional reference.

Remember, you must finish the race exact
ly at 700 miles.
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Last month, we began examining a methodology to use in order to create appli
cations based upon databases. We discussed bow modern, microcomputer database pro
grams often incorporate a combination of nonprocedural, visual, and 4tb Generation lan
guages which allow entire systems to be redesigned and rewritten in hours or days (instead
of months as was usually the case with COBOL). To try to manage such a fast-moving
project and understand it at all, it's important to have some form of a project methodolo
gy, and we have been reviewing the RAD (Rapid Application Development) methodology
developed, polished, and used by CLH WAREs since 1981.

Last month took us through the pre-project work and through the decision to
build a prototype. That means that the items which have already been developed are an
initial requitements' document and a database structure. The next phase is "database
development," the first pass of the prototype.

Database-ics
CLH WAREs'RAD Mediodology

2. Database Development
A. Convert to prototype database.
B. Begin technical documentation.
C. Create prototype input forms.
D. Load with test data.

E. Create prototype reports.
F. Deliver prototype to client.
C. Review prototype with client.
H. Decision: continue analysis, loop, or cancel?

A Method for

the Madness

(Part 2)

by Chuck Hinkle

After the decision has been made to build a prototype, the next phase is to con
vert the database structure into a prototype system. One of the primary failures with pro
totypes in the past is that the methodology intends to use the prototype to get something
up quickly to examine and then to throw it away and start over. However, clients usually
get the prototype system, decide that it does 80% of what they need, and they decide tO:
use it rather than fund the final project. This usually isn't a consideration when these new
tools are used, because very basic assumptions can be totally redone in such a short period
of time. Since forms or actions are tied to objects, it means that tables, calculations, forms,
and reports can be totally rebuilt quickly without having to recode from scratch.

Beginning technical documentation is a step that I recommend but which could
be considered an item to skip if immediate funding is particularly tight. Technical docu
mentation describes why certain assumptions were built into the database and how they
were implemented; this is imperative for support personnel to have when trying to modify
a system in production. If I'm the person who has to support the system, then I probably
won't let this step be skipped; I need it to remind me how certain tasks are accomplished.
If my client is going to support the system, then I'll accept their demand to drop this
item, but I'll warn them that it means running up the support costs after the system is
complete.

The next three items actually build the first prototype. The forms and reports
aren't intended to be very pretty, and there's just barely enough data to get a feel for the
system. Believe me: the purpose of phase 2 is not to hit that 80% mark at which most
prototypes seem to reach. Many of the buttons and commands won't work yet, just most
of the ones which move from one screen to another and enter data. There may not be any
data validations or error controls yet. The whole idea of this phase is to get something out
quickly for people to review. My estimate is that phase 2 should run about 10% of the
entire project (depending upon the number of iterations). From the prototype, the client
can verify that the development team actually understands the needs (also can verify that
he, himself, understands what he needs—the "I'll know it when I see it"principle). When
the prototype is delivered and reviewed, clients finally get to see in action what they've
described. That brings us to a decision point in the methodology. From here, do we con
tinue to phase 3, adjust the prototype (without modifying the requirements yet), or cancel
the project? Since this is a prototyping environment, we may iterate within a section (e.g.
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Database Development") until we're satisfied that we're ready to move ahead. (Of course, the purpose of any methodology is to help us
manage the project, not to dictate the project to us; if we decide that the project needs to return to an earlier phase, then just pull a Nike—
just do it.) However, adjusting the prototype here is should not be an excuse to leap to a finished product; keep forms and reports raw;
work on menus, the flow between forms, and which data items belong on which forms or reports.

Enhanced Analysis A. Enhance requirements' document. B. Inspect requirements' document. C. Review requirements' document
with client. D. Analyze technology and tools. E. Revise time projection. F. Recommend technology and tools. G. Decision: continue
development with RAD tools, continue development with traditional tools, delay project, or cancel project?

r~' ^ 3. Enhanced Analysis ^
1  A. Enhance requirements' document. 'S
'  B. Inspect requirements' document.

C. Review requirements' document with client. "
D. Analyze technology and tools.

1  E. Revise time projection.
F. Recommend technology and tools. j
G. Decision: continue development with RAD tools, con i

tinue development with traditional tools, delay pro

ject, or cancel project? 1

Phase 3 of the methodology further analyzes the requirements of the system. Step 3A expands the requirements' document.
Obviously, we modify the initial requirements' document based upon what the prototype teaches us. (In the first part of this series, I stressed
the importance of creating this document and its format, so 1 won't repeat it here.)

Step 3B is a critical portion of the SDl (Specific Design Inspection) techniques. In the previous article, 1 explained how to write
specific design requirements. Here's where the inspection enters the picture. An inspection is an attempt to catch a potential logic bug before
any time is spent programming it and, after it turns up in a test, tracking it down, fixing it, and retesting the new code. Or, even more
importantly, it attempts to catch those logic bugs that might even get past the system testing and only show up when the system's in produc
tion (unless you enjoy angry clients calling you at weird hours to complain about a bug in a program that you haven't examined for four
months). First, choose the person (or people) with whom you want to perform the inspection (and promise to do one for them some day to
convince them to cooperate); it's best to find someone who hasn't been very involved with this project to avoid any pre-inspection assump
tions. Second, send the requirements' document to the inspector in advance to be studied. Next comes the meeting with the inspector. Your
job is to read and explain the design document to the inspector, and you both identify and record any potential problems, ambiguities, what
ever. 1 say that you both do this, because you will spot many problems as you explain the document. (It's recommended that you don't make
a first pass before the inspection—the purpose of the inspection is to spot all of the problems; if you do it once on your own, you're just
spending twice as much time to accomplish the same thing.)

n the design inspection, there are certain items for which to especially be on the watch. Note that many of the results from a design
inspection are questions which must be taken back to the client for an answer. 1) Missing information: "can the DATE be changed on this
form", "can a reading be less than 0", "if a child's mother and father have different insurance companies, which one is the default on a claim
form." 2) Errors: "it says here than on a purchase to subtract the amount of the purchase from the client's balance instead of to add it." 3)
Suggestions for simplification: "have you considered a button on this form which runs this other report." 4) Clarifications: "explain the
process to calculate concurrence."

After an inspection, review the written requirements with the client. This can almost be seen as a mini-inspection. In a sense,
though, you're saying "here's what 1 think you asked me to do; am 1 right?" Explaining it to the client is yet another chance for you to sud
denly realize that something is amiss.

Step 3E, analyzing technology and tools, may seem odd here. Probably, you expect to finish the project using the same tools as the
prototype (that's one of the benefits of the new languages). However, this step demands an answer to the question: will this tool meet all of
the requirements (including any performance requirements)? If not, it's time to take an inventory of which ones can. Even if the tool used to
this point can handle the remaining development, it may still be valuable to do a quick summary of other choices, noting the extra costs and
time delays in converting to one of them now as opposed to the benefits provided by that tool.

We're rapidly approaching the end of phase three. For the next step, it's time to revise the time projections. The first projection
was based on a crude understanding of the requirements. Now that the full scope of the system has been determined, a more accurate esti
mate can be developed. This, along with the recommendation for technology and tools, are presented to the client along with the require
ments' document, and we reach another decision point. We can either continue the development with RAD tools, we can continue the
development but with traditional (a.k.a. COBOL or other third generation languages) tools, we can delay the project, or we can totally kill
the project. Whatever the choice, we have two extremely valuable products which have been delivered by the end of this phase: a crude jjro-
totype of the system and a specific design document which accurately describes what the development project must accomplish, whether that
project begins tomorrow or next year. In the final article in this series, we will cover the final construction of a system using RAD techniques.
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STATUS QUO Ben Adair

Chart 1 — Which Computer(s) Do You Own ? (58 in Survey

Compaq 386

Macintosh DouDock

Macintosh PowerBook 1 80

Macintosh PowerBook 1 60

Macintosh PowerBook 1 00

Macintosh Quadra 700

Macintosh lici

Macintosh lisi

Macintosh LC

Macintosh Classic

Macintosh 512 KE

For March, Status Quo

asked the attendees to let us know

the model and number of compu
ters owned hy each of those in the
survey. There were fifty-eight survey
slips marked and compiled to report
in this edition of the Apple Barrel.

Chart #1 illustrates the wide

variety of Macintosh computers now
owned hy HAAUG members in the
survey.

Apple He took first prize
with twenty computers owned; and
the nearest competitor was the Mac
workhorse, Macintosh Plus, coming
in second with twelve, the Macin

tosh SE garnering eight for third
place, and the SE/30 close behind
with seven.

If one lumps together the
Mac II series, Mac II comes close in

the 'race' with Apple He, but when
you add in the Apple IIGS with He
and lie. Apples hold the lead with a
total of 34 computers in the 58 sur
veys tallied.

Though not specicically a
question in the survey, the number
of computers owned hy individuals
became an interesting statistic itself.
Chart #2 details the number of com

puters hy those individuals; and not
surprising, individuals owning one
computer represent half in the sur
vey.

Twenty-two of the fifty-eight
in the surveys tallied owned two of
three computers. Several owned
both Apple and Macintosh models.
Wonder if they are hooked together
so they can communicate with one
another in a network?

No. of Computers Owned (58 in Survey)

Two Three Four

Chart No. 2

How many Own More Then One Computer? (58 Surveyed)

2% 2%2%
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Taking Care of Business - Part
by Robert C. Lewis

It looks like the Mac is going through
another evolution. I just got done look
ing at Apple's new line of Macs in the
April issue of MacWorld. As I read
about all the new features, I also realized

that all these Macs would no longer support
one external peripheral.

Anybody who goes back to the old 128 and
Fat Mac knew the value of this device. In

many cases it prevented nervous breakdowns.
The curious thing about this item, was that it
was released after the 128 Mac. Until that

release occurred, the only input/output device
was a 400K single sided internal floppy. Disk
swapping became a daily task. Anybody who
ever had to do disk swapping while using Copy
II Mac on a single drive machine has got to
shed a tear at it's demise.

It was with the release of the Mac Plus and

it's ability to run a hard drive which numbered
it's days. By now some of you are wondering
whar I am talking about. The device I speak of
is the external floppy drive port (efdp).
The death of efdp started with the release of

rhe LC II. That was when Apple began to
delete the port. At that point, only the Classic
II was still able to support an external floppy
drive (efd). Now we can shut the lid on it with

the new color Classic. The efd port is no more.
A wise old chicken (yes, a chicken) once

said that in death there is birth. Don't ask me

what she meant, I had enough trouble reading
her scratchings! Although this marks the end of
one Mac device, the future looks very bright for
new devices.

Imagine the potential of an affordable
Floptical drive. In the near future Ir could
prove to be a major contender if the price
comes down and if there would be an improve
ment in storage capacity as well. Another pos
sible replacement could be a CD ROM drive
that can read and wrire. I project that item to
become a winner sometime further into the

future. At present time, it is in it's infancy and
the prices are ourrageous. When it does finally
emerge, it will probably cause the demise of
other devices. Who knows, maybe the next
device to die will be the HD.

I'm All Broke Up

Every day we add and remove data from our
drives. Eventually, it will have an effect on
your Hard Drive and floppies. Ideally your
data should be saved to disk contiguously.
This means that your data is saved to your
drive in a continuous line with no breaks in it.

This allows your drive to behave more efficienr-

ly when seeking information.
As you remove data from your disk, you

begin to form data pits on your disk. When
you save data to disk, the read/write head will
scan the drive for the first available opening.
Then it will begin to write to that section. If it
runs out of room it will then scan for the next

available spot and continue to write. It is not
selective about size.

When a file is saved to disk in this manner,

we say thar this file has become fragmented. At
this point your data is no longer being written
contiguously. Pieces of it are now spread all
over your disk. Now your drive begins to work
harder. Fragmentarion can and will reduce the
performance and lifetime of your drive.
The first thing you will notice is a reduction

in performance from your HD. As more and
more of your files and applications become
fragmented the slower it will behave. The rea
son your HD slows down is because the
read/write heads has to "bounce" around the

platter when retrieving data.
Severe fragmentation can even produce sys

tem errors and freeze ups your Mac. It can also
reduce the life span of your HD. Since frag
mentation causes the read/write heads to move

about the platter more, the parts that move
these heads are being overworked. This
increases the chances of a hardware failure.

The cure is rather simple. All you have to
do is defragment your drive. Defragmentation
restores your drive to the contiguous order your
HD was in. Programs that do this are called
optimizers. One word of caution, before you
optimize your drive BACK IT UP!!
Optimizers are very reliable but they cannot
control system errors or power outages. The
bulk of your data could be lost if one of these
crashes was to occur.

One might say that optimizers are maid ser
vice for your HD or floppy disks. It is like tak
ing a messy child's room and putting it com
pletely back in order. Basically, optimizers do
two things. First, they defragment your files
and applications. They also consolidate your
free space into one contiguous block. This is
very importanr if you wish to make use of vir
tual memory.

In order to make use of virtual memory,
your machine must have at least 5 megs or
more of free contiguous space on your HD.
Your drive may indicate that you have 20 megs
of space when the largest contiguous space is
only 500K. As you can see, fragmentation can
really be a pain.

As I wrote earlier, optimizers are the cure for
this pain. Of all the programs I have discussed

over the last few months, these are the easiest to

use. All you do is boot with the optimizer disk,
select the disk you wish to correct, click on
start and you are off.

At this point you may wish to find some
thing else to do. If you have an 80 Meg or
greater drive, expect it to take at least 30 min
utes or more ro do rhe job. The speed of your
Mac and how fragmented your drive is will
derermine how long it will take. This is why it
is good to run a check on your HD every one
to two weeks.

To make the process easier, I found five pro
grams that do an excellent job optimizing your
HD. These programs are Silverlining by Lacie,
Public Utilities by Fifth Generation, Central
Point Optimizer by Central Point, DiskExpress
II by Alsoft, and Speed Disk by Symantec.
The only problem with this process is trying to
decide on which one to use.

I put all five of them through rheir paces. As
far as defragmenrarion was concern, they all did
an excellent job. They protect and do not
move anchored files that are related to some

form of copyguard. The same applies to invisi
ble files. As you will see, the only way to select
one is really by learning their features. With
that in mind let us power up the magnifying
glass and take care of rhe business of
Optimizers.

Basically, all these products (except
Silverlinning) have the same feel in operation.
They have a disk map window that shows you
a picture of your fragmented HD. Some of
them even work animation into this window

showing your data being moved as you opti
mize. The only way to find the difference in
each program is by seeing what preferences are
offered by each.

Public Utility Optimizer
The Public Utility Optimizer is one of the

leanest in options. Basically its preference win
dow consists of two areas. The first section

allows you to decide whether or not to check
the media and catalog before you optimize.
The other section lets you set the upper frag
mentation percentage limit. I suggest you set it
no higher than 3-4%. These numbers may
seem low, but you would be amazed how much
a 4% fragmentation can slow your Mac down.

This is where a companion program called
Prevenrion came into play. This program
monitors your drive and will tell you when it is
time to optimize. This is a very important fea
ture. The main reason so many of us do nor

Utilities continued on page 26
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Screen shots from Hyperbole's

award winning CD-ROM,

The Madness of Roland.

O u r

c  k y a r d.

Hyperbole studios, a Houston-based interactive
production studio, has come a long way from a couple

of guys in an upstairs bedroom with an Apple 11-GS.

Its present stature includes one CD-ROM on the mar

ket, several more on the way, and eight film awards for their origi

nal interactive movies—including two best of shows.

Along the way, they've grown
into the entire upper floor of the
building they now share with Sense
Interactive, a multimedia firm geared
towards environmental education, and

they celebrated the new year by insti
gating salaries for their employees.

How did it happen? The switch to
the Macintosh format was paramount
to the company's advancement, but
integral to the progress made since
that switch was been the utilization

of QuickTime. "We were very lucky,"
said Greg Roach, the company's
founder, now considered the leading

Apple Barrel

interactive filmmaker in the country.
"We were in the right place at the
right time, and it allowed us to dive
through the window of opportunity
that was QuickTime. As a result,

we've been able to be on the lead

ing-edge of that part of the industry
ever since."

Roach is right. When offering
him the Best of Show award at last

year's first QuickTime film festival,

Michael Backes, screenwriter and

American Film Institute co-founder,
said, "[This film] gave us a taste of the
future of cinema." That surprising
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win opened doors for Roach to many
projects, including his latest, Portals, a
collection of original interactive films.

But the project that really set the
ball rolling was The Madness of
Roland, the company's award-win
ning CD-ROM title, and Roach's brain
child. Bearing the legend, "the world's
first interactive multimedia novel," the

story is based on the legendary
exploits of the Paladin Roland, knight
in the service of Charlemagne during
the siege of Paris in the twelfth centu
ry. It deals with the historical as well
as the fantastic, and is told from five

different points of view, using text,
narration, music and
QuickTime films.

Lest you get the
idea that this was

some grand produc-
tion backed by
investors with unlimit-

ed funds, it should be

pointed out that
Roland was produced
by five people on a
shoestring budget, causing one review
er to comment, "an obvious labor of

love." Roland, though, is far from
shoestring in execu-

^ ̂ ^ pn.domlnan%l,lBink

feel is extremely rich,"

Roach noted. Adding wryly, "I didn't
need money to do that."

But what about the educational

benefits for a product like this? Roach
shakes his head. "Not in this country.
Roland carries an "R" rating, so that
people who are deterred by the small
amount of frontal nudity - both male
and female - or the mature themes,

won't be misled and buy it for their
kids. But projects like this have a
wealth of educational value, and over
seas they're going crazy trying to get

it into the schools. Roland features a

history and legend section which
teaches about the real knight Roland,
including photographs of the area he
lived in France. Also, techologically,
the amount you can teach a child
about interactivity from a project like
this is limitless."

HyperBole Studios will launch an
imprint of children's titles by early
next year, and plan to produce several
CD-ROMs for kids, including at least
one project designed for direct inter
action in the classroom. But for

Roach, the high ground lies in learn
ing how to entertain adults in the
manner to which they've become

accustomed, afterB years of linear films
and videos. For

HyperBole Studios,
this manifests itself in

books like Roland,

where the reader is

free to ex-plore all
aspects of multimedia;
films, which involve a

variety of interactivity

but also allow you to be passive; and
"bridge products", which Roach
believes will help to close the gap

between what people

includes interactive

fiction,columns, articles, poetry, music
and artwork in a multimedia format.

Subscriptions to HyperBole are $75.00
per year for the color version and
$60.00 per year for black and white.
The Madness ofRoland CD-ROM is

$59.95. For information, please con
tact HyperBole Studios, 1412 West
Alabama, Houston, TX, 77006, (713)
529-9696.

Currently, products are available
only for the Mac, but PC versions are
planned within the year for all their
products.

"We were in the right piece at

the right time, and it aiiowed us

to dive through the window of

opportunity that was Quicklime.

As a resuit, we've heen abie to

he on the ieading-edge of that

part of the industry ever since."
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Greater Prming Quautv
for the Apple Ilgs By Daryl Baxter

M
Y LAST ARTICLE COVERED

details on how to patch
AppleWorks Classic (ver
sions 2.0, 2.1, 3.0) with

DeskJet 500 ("DJ") printer
drivers and how to configure those dri
vers once installed to access and utilize

the ROM based built in fonts of the DJ
printer with the Apple II computer. For
those of us who own and use an

Apple Ilgs computer, the doors of
greater printing quality open even
wider with currently available soft
ware. This software allows us to

install additional printing enhance
ments to our Apple GS System
Software v5.0 or higher (including
System 6.0) including better printer dri
vers that allow fine tuning adjustments,
an Init/Cdev utility incorporating
TrueType outline font technology, and
even a print spooler that lets you use
your Ilgs while you printer is working
away!

The software applications that I
use with my System 6.0 are Harmonie
v2.0 (Vitesse - a family of printer driver
files and font list files). Pointless

(WestCode - Init/Cdev utility) and
Express (Seven Hills - printer spooler
for your hard drive). These utilities can
be readily acquired from their publish
er or from various mail order compa
nies. The cost is approximately

$32.95, $49.95 and $27.95, respectively.
Harmonie and Pointless can be

installed and used on the 3.5 Apple
GS/OS System Disk but a hard drive
would be nice for Pointless and is

mandatory for Express since it uses
space on the hard drive to store the
document for printing. To use
Pointless your system requirements are

a Ilgs with a minimum of 1.25 mega
bytes (1024 x 1.25) of Ram memory
and using Apple GS System Software
v5.0 or higher. Optional hardware
equipment would be a hard drive and
an accelerator card to improve the
performance speed of Pointless and
all your other GS software.

Because my system includes a

All thpee ppogpams

have bulH-hi

111Instalep Ppegpams

or teatupes that are

easy to IoIowl..

hard drive and an accelerator card (9

MHz speed which is equivalent to 27
MHz on a PC), it is truly a pleasure to
run GS software such as Platinum

Paint, HyperStudio and AppleWorks
GS that once was slower reacting
before the installation. With the prices
of hard drives rapidly falling, you
should seriously consider treating
yourself to the pleasures of minimum
disk swapping and tremendously
improved speed access to and from
your applications stored on the hard
drive. Its like giving your computer
"a new face lift" and working with
large GS applications. Whether they
are productivity or games you'll find
they'll be enjoyable and fun again.

All three programs have built-in
"installer programs" or features that

are easy to follow from the provided
documentation. For those of you who
are interested in manual installation,
the following is a brief explanation of
manual installation of each applica
tion: from your GS System Finder,
open the Harmonie volume and copy
both the Printer Driver file and corre

sponding Font List file for the printer
of your choice from the many printer
driver files available on the Harmonie

disk to your System/Drivers folder of
your boot ("*") volume. The boot vol
ume can either be your GS/OS
System Disk or a partition on your
hard drive. Do not copy the
Printer.HAR driver file unless you are
using GS/OS v5.0.2 and an
ImageWriter I printer. Since I use
both an ImageWriter II and a DeskJet
500 printer connected to the Ilgs via
an A/B switch box, I copied both
printer drivers (ImageWriter.HAR and
DeskJet.HAR) and their corresponding
Font List files to my */System/Drivers
folder. The Installer of Pointless

installs the utility. You can also copy
the Pointless Control Panel Device

(Cdev) to the */System/Cdevs folder,
and the TrueType.List file and
TrueType fonts to the */System/Fonts
folder. The Express Installer copies
the Express file Cdev to the
*/System/Cdevs folder and its Icons
file to the Vicons folder of your hard
drive. If you do decide to copy the
various files manually to your boot
volume, don't forget to copy the icon
files of each application into your
Vicons folder.

Now that our installation is com

pleted, turn off your computer (cold
boot) and restart so that the Cdev's of
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Pointless and Express will be activat
ed and watch the icons appear at the
bottom of your GS/OS startup screen.
Choose the printer you wish to use
by "selecting" (double clicking on)
the DC Printer option from the
Control Panels found under the Apple
Menu of the Finder. From the selected

DC Printer window that was selected,
"highlight" (with one point and click)
Printer under Select a Port and either

ImageWriter.HAR or ImageWriter

under the Select a Printer Type and
then close the DC Printer window

and Control Panels window by click
ing the Close Box in the upper left-
hand comer of the windows. Please

note that other printer choices from
Harmonie as previously discussed,
will be available for highlighting if
you copied them into your Drivers
folder. The ability to choose which
type of printer driver (whether
ImageWriter or ImageWriter.HAR as

an example) is available while you
are in any GS application or program
and this is important to know since
each driver offers options that are not
common to the other such as differ

ent label size templates, shading, ren
dering, contrast, etc.

For the purposes of this part of
the tutorial, it is assumed that you
highlighted Printer under Select a Port
and ImageWriter.HAR under Select a
Printer Type from the DC Printer win
dow. Now that your printer type is
designated, boot up a GS application
such as AppleWorks GS or Platinum
Paint. If it is AppleWorks GS or some
other GS word processor, create a
new file on the DeskTop and type
two or three sentences using both
upper case and lower case letters and
even a few numbers for variety.

Now tum on your ImageWriter.

Put it in the ready position to receive
printer commands and pull down the
File menu and select the Page Setup
option. From the ImageWriter/Printer
window, pull down the following
stated choices and select the follow

ing corresponding options: Paper
Type - US Letter, Aspect Ratio -
Macintosh Normal (TmeType fonts
were designed to be displayed on

Macintosh computers and therefore
the vertical needs to be condensed).
Orientation - Portrait and Vert Margins
- Margin. Now click on the OK Button
and you are back to your document
on the DeskTop.

Pull down the File menu again
and select the Print option. From this
window you make choices of quality,
shading, rendering, compression, etc.
and the number of copies. A descrip
tion of the options for these choices
are discussed in the written documen

tation that comes with Harmonie and

above all else read the extensive

amount of information included in a

file on the Harmonie 3.5 disk. Note

however the information about inter

nal and external rendering depending
on whether you want to use the fonts
in the Fonts folder (utilizing Pointless)
or fonts that are built into a printer.
Select the quality and other options of
your choice for print out and click on
the OK Button to commence the print
out of your word processor docu
ment.

When you installed the TrueType
fonts from the Pointless disk, you
made available for use eight fonts
which are shown as samples starting
on page 59 of the documentation
manual. When you opened the new
document with AppleWorks GS as
discussed above, the default font of
Geneva is used until changed. Notice
a round cursor appear on the screen
while it create the Geneva TrueType
font that is used to type the three sen
tences. The Pointless documentation

provides an excellent exercise on
page 25 to compare the way your
three sentences look as a bitmapped
font, such as Shaston, on the screen
and then as a TrueType font, such as
New York, on the screen. The
improvement is remarkable on the
screen but even more remarkable on

paper when printed out because of
the resolution. After your review of
Pointless' documentation regarding
Using TrueType Fonts (Chapter 3),
The Pointless Control Panel (Chapter
4), and Printing Overview (Chapter
5), you will have a good understand
ing of this wonderful program and

most importantly will be very pleased
with your printer output using this
application that incorporates
TrueType font technology that creates
smooth, crisp and clean text, without
the ragged edges you used to get with
bit-mapped fonts.

The minimum requirements that
your Ilgs system needs for using
Express is a hard drive with Apple GS
System Software v5.0.4 or later
installed, a 3-5 disk drive, a GS appli
cation and a direct-connect printer
(not a networking printer). After
installing Express, and activate it in
the control panel. Then, printing
from any GS application automatically
creates a spool file in Express.Spools
folder on your hard drive. After the
file is spooled to the folder, the file
begins printing in the background.
The documentation is very clear that
Express does not increase the speed
of your printout (Actually, it is some
what slower because your activities
on the computer take precedence
over the background activities going
on with the printer. The important
point, of course, is that you can go to
work on other things. Other features
include quitting: one application and
starting another application even
while your printer is printing. This is
a useful application and well worth
your consideration.

If you purchase one or more of
the applications discussed in this
review, you will be pleased that you
did from the immediate and improved
printing quality and that you support
ed those who support us.

Introduce a

Friend to

Haaug.

They'll be
glad you did!
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CeBIT '93
Hannover, Germany

one gets when entering the exhibit area of the Hannover CeBIT '93.

With over 28 display cen
ters and 6,000 exhibitors from

45 countries including this
former East block nations, it

was or it appeared to be
indeed the mecca of electronic

fairy land. Over 200 company
presentations at the world's

largest professional forum on
computer technology gave
approximately 10,000 visitors
an excellent opportunity to
gather information about
state-of-the-art systems and
services offered by the com
puter industry.
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I was able to stay in Hamburg, crowd. Multi-lingual staff
about 120 miles away from had their hands full demonstrat-
the Hannover CeBIT. ing and showing off a full line of

Special trains commuted several Macintosh products. The largest
times a day from all major cities in crowd, however, gathered around
Germany directly to the exhibit ^he brand new, multi use, remote
area. The one and half hour train controlled, CD unit intended for
ride between Hamburg and Kodak, CD Rom and Audio
Hannover was especially pleasur- Application Disc.

"By attending the CeBIT '83
talk to other computer enthusiasts.

A few Texas companies were
present including an exhibit spon
sored by the Texas Depart-ment of
Commerce.

The best and undoubtedly
most popular display W85 the
gigantic effort of Apple
Macintosh. Even though no free-
bies were available, one could

hardly move, due to the sardine

By attending the CeBIT '93 I
came face to face with tomorrow's

technology. Frankly, you can't
afford not to be there!

Many thanks to my friend
and business associate Matthias

Schmidt who helped me gather
all the information and provided
the photography.

1 came face to face

with tomorrow's

tochnology."

n
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Mac Drawiig Procrams
Creativity or Technical
Manipulation Strategies By Billy Jacobs, Jr.

The need to understand
what drawing program works best
for you is becoming more and
more demanding. You know what
you need to create but getting it on

paper can become complex, time consum
ing, frustrating and boring by the time
you're done. The last thing you need is a
drawing program that makes you jump
through hoops.

So what do you use to get the work out
and keep the masses happy? Do you stick
with one drawing program everyone
is using, or do you buy a drawing program
that gives you everything but the kitchen
sick? No, the drawing program that every
one seems to be using is not the one with
every kind of function you can imagine.
The range of programs for drawing on the
Macintosh computer has grown to where
selections are many, not few.

The drawing programs that you can
select range from simple graph creators to
photo realism, and on up to animation.
This complex selection can really get you
wondering where to go for now and for the
future. So decisions must be made. Do you
buy a program that will accomplish the
tasks you do now or do you buy a program
that will give you tools you would want
down the road? It is really a tough call.

The most logical step would be to real
ly study what you have done with your
drawing needs over the period of time you
have been needing such skill. Once you
have sat yourself down and done this then
determine what kind of tools create the

steps in your drawings. This may seem hard
but is necessary. Why? It is needed to put
together an understanding of what creates a
drawing. This is where you will start to see
what level of complexity you create at and
need to demand from a program.

Along with this understanding you
should look at how your drawings are used.
Do you find that the use of the drawing is

for one set purpose, or does your original
drawings get used and then changed for
another use, and changed again for an
entirely different use? This path of your
drawing adds more information to your
understood needs. Some drawing applica
tions do not allow for easy changes, some
do.

WTien I speak of changes I do not
mean revisions. Changes are when you
create a exterior drawing of an item and
then open it up to show internal chambers
and parts. Or your drawing could be an
assembly of several parts and then be
required to show an exploded view. For
some people each of these examples need
to be different drawings requiring a great
amount of time to modify the original
drawing so that you can deal with the next
drawing.

What I have seen done with some

drawing programs amazes me. I see people
spending great amounts of time on the
details and coming up with outstanding
work. The key word in the last sentence is
details. People can spend a lot of time get
ting that just right look from a program
not really designed to create particular
details. You know you can get the overall
drawing created with the program but also
know you will have to work around cer
tain factors to get the details just right.
Instead of having a continuous flow of cre
ativity you end up with original creativity
and a lot of technical manipulation strate
gies.

Creativity is a strange part of produc
tion art, but a major part nonetheless. If
you were not creative you would probably-
not be drawing in the first place. So, as all
good creatives do, you create work
arounds in an application to get the work
out. This then becomes part of your every
day routine. This is not saying you are
wrong to do this. There are times when
you must to get the needed effect. But if

you see that it is the norm and not the
exception take a look around and investi
gate other programs.

Not all programs fit every person
drawing out there! I see some people draw
ing technical illustrations with programs
designed for the graphics art illustrator.
Yes graphic art illustrators do technical
illustrations. But in the past when tradi
tional drawings were created by these indi
viduals they were not created in the same
ways. Yes the tools, for the most part, may
have been the same but the techniques
varied as did some of the tools. Even the

paper stock and make up of colors can var
ied. But still when the switch to the com

puter came along for these people they
started with one application and created
their own special work-arounds to com
pensate for the lack of program capabili
ties. (Something is missing here if you ask
me.)

Then there are work groups in com
panies that take one drawing and use it in
publications and training packages for
their employes and customers, that on the
surface this seems OK. Why, because the
drawing is sent from one work group to
the other to be redrawn by the second
work group. This is the most time wasting
act I have ever seen within companies. If a
company creates a set of drawings on a
computer (say an IBM using AutoCad)
and then sends a set of prints to the illus
tration department (using a Macintosh
and page layout program, combined with
drawing programs) they should not need
to sit there and read blueprints and then
redraw the information. But I see major
companies doing just that.

I also see individuals and companies
taking the old stand by drawing programs
and forcing them to do high end graphics.
Why? Well several responses have been
given to me. One response was that it is
what everybody seems to be using.
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Another one was that it is the oldest on

the market and still selling, so it must be
what I need. The best one I have heard is,
"The advertising department uses it so we
in the technical illustration department
use it". Folks, a logo is not a parts assem
bly.

So how has this gross misuse come
about? The Macintosh computer got its
foothold by taking the graphic design
industry by storm. In today's market you
have a near impossible chance of getting a
job in this industry without knowledge of
the Macintosh and several major pro
grams. Then other industries started to
realize the cost effectiveness of using a
computer to create high end graphics of a
technical nature. But they needed infor
mation on what to do...so they went to
the industry that had a history with the
Mac...the graphic artists. They went to the
people who create detailed non-technical
advertising designs for information on
how to create technically detailed draw
ings. Makes sence right? I mean if they
can create great looking advertisements
with a program you can create detailed
parts assemblies too. While both of you do
it in the same cost effective way for the
company...right!

Not if you have to cteate technical
manipulation strategies to get it done you
won't; and not if you are repeating other's
actions you won't. And again, not if you
are overwhelmed with options you really
do not use but have to get around you
won't. So what do you do?

If you are an individual, study your
market and the product you produce. If
drawing for you consists of flow charts
and graphs buy for that. If you create
logos and illustrations determine what
details take up most of your time and look
for tools in an application that will make
those details seem like child's play. If you
create technical drawings to scale from
scratch look for an application that will
allow you to separate your drawing into
the parts you want to work on at that time
,and not disturb the others or have them

take up visual space as you work, but look
perfect when they are all seen as a whole
drawing.

If you work in a company that uses
other computers and applications, and
require you to manipulate the information
created, look for applications that will
allow you to convert theit information
into a working base drawing for you to
enhance and change for the purposes

required. This will save time.

Yes, there are other factors you can
figure into the above information. You
could argue the points for ever in today's
market. But you can not dispute the fact
that the market for drawing programs has
made changes in the years since the first
Mac drawing program, and the first Mac
Post Script drawing program. This last
year has seen even greater changes to this
area. That is why compating one applica
tion to another is not helping anyone
today (As I said I would do this
time...maybe some day I will.) So take a
look at your work history, analyze your
techniques, then look around at the offer
ings. You will be amazed once again by
this little tool we use called the Mac. If

not...later folks.

Reach your
market!

Advertise in the
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( Remoue 1

by Tom Turcich

Apollo 1.0
Oh no!. Not another file launching

utility. Oh yes, but this one is so

good it is aptly named for the

mythological Greek god of the

sun, Apollo. It's only flaw, which

I'll have to overlook is that the

Icon depicts a smiling man in the

moon. Jeremy Roussak may not

know much about mythology but

he sure does know a bunch about

super cool killer programming. I

include Apollo as productivity

shareware because if you use it

properly it will save you many

hours of searching through your

files and folders and, by doing so,

make your MacEnvironment more

productive. Don't be fooled into

not trying Apollo because you

heard (I probably said it) that you

should never use version one

point oh of anything — Apollo

has been around for two and a

half years. Version 1.0 is fairly

new and I haven't tried it yet

because I am still satisfied with

the May 1982 beta release (ver

sion O.SbS) that I have been using

since it came out. Because Apollo

can do so much for you I can't

begin to tell you how to use it, I

will limit myself to telling you

what it can do. Pay attention!

Also remember to pay the $30

that Mr. Roussak modestly asks

for his shareware fee.

When you activate Apollo

(by moving the mouse over its

tiny icon in the menu bar), it pops

up the Apollo menu. This menu

contains any items (application,

document, control panel, desk

accessory or folder) which you

have chosen to put into it, with no

limit to the number of items.

When you discover how useful

Apollo is, you'll want to put lots

of items into its menu, which can

become very long. To avoid

scrolling menus and to help you

organize your menu, Apollo lets

you create groups. A group is a

named list of items; its name

appears in the main menu and its

items appear in a submenu.

Creating groups is analogous to

making folders on your hard disk,

except that the members of

Apollo's groups pop pretty icons,

your word processor in black-and-

white for speed and your painting

program in glorious 32-bit color.

If all three are running at the same

time, Apollo will adjust the screen

depth automatically as you switch

between them.

As if all this weren't

enough, Apollo also contains, as

one of its sub-menus, your entire

Apple Menu with all the function

ality you would expect. Now you

can have an Apple Menu on each

side of the screen! A left handed

Mac enthusiast I know finds

Apollo easier to use than the
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Apple Menu just because he can

navigate through the hierarchy

better when he starts in the upper

right corner of the menu bar

where the Apollo icon resides.

Sorting of groups or applications

with or without a divider line and

with different type styles is exten

sive. Finally, the fonts in the

Apollo menu can be configured to

your taste or lack thereof. I'm not

sure that I've explored the entire

preferences menu. The Apollo

menu is what Apple wanted to do

when they created the new

System 7 Apple Menu. They

missed the boat and Jeremy

Roussak landed on it with both

feet. Get Apollo, use Apollo, pay

for Apollo, and you may forget

what your desktop looks like!

Call Tom Turcich at 980-1216for

consultation on any Macintosh

related problems or questions.

This article is © 1993 by Tom

Turcich
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Utilities continued from page 15

optimize is because we just plain forget about
it. This program will help you not forget by
keeping track of the fragmentation level of your
HD for you. Prevention lives up to its name.

Public Utility Optimizer corrects your drive
the standard way. It will first lay down your
files and place the free space at the end of the
drive. No control settings are given to allow
you to select the order in which your files are
laid out. It does verify all the data it reads and
writes.

This is a well written utility that even a
novice would feel comfortable to use. The

other tools that come with it makes very good
companions. Yet, it is a tight competition
when you see what else is out there.

Norton Speed Disk
In many respects Norton Speed Disk is very

similar in function. They both offer the ability
to check the media, drive and catalog. Unlike
Public Utilities, Speed Disk gives you an easy
and expert level of operation. The easy level
allows for two functions. They are check drive
and optimize. Check drive runs a diagnostic
on your HD to determine the fragmentation of
it. Once that is done you can then decide
whether to optimize it or not.
The expert level extends more options to the

user. Like Public Utility it gives you a graphic
map of the condition your drive. This is also
where the similarity ends. Speed Disks map is
done in color. You can run an on-screen mag
nifying glass over it to see which files are frag
mented. When you run the optimizer on your
disk, an animated pencil is used to show the
read/write activity of the optimizer.

Speed Disk allows you to prioritize the order
in which your files are laid out on your platter.
This may take longer to do but it will increase
the efficiency of your HD in the long run. If
you wish to speed up the process you can select
the TurboCharge function. Choosing this
function will disable animation and gives limit
ed updates on the disk map. This allows your
Mac to devote all its resources to optimizing at
a faster rate.

Speed Disk is part of the Norton Utilities
for the Macintosh by Symantec. It has always
been one of my top three utilities packages. I
do see some graying behind the ears though.
In this industry it does not take much to do
that. But I digress (too late) so lets move on.

Disk Express II

Disk Express II is one of the more unique
optimizers on the market. It is the only cdev
optimizer that can work on the boot disk. Free
space is placed in the middle instead of the
end. This process make your drive perform
faster since saved files tend to be closer to their

parent application.
This is the only program that can personal

ize the way data is stored to your drive. Since
it works from the start-up volume. Disk
Express II can monitor the files and applica
tions you work with the most. It can also do
this with other volumes as well.

Disk Express II will take the files you use
the most and place them near the directory of
the drive. Free space is then placed after these
files. This helps to lower the amount of frag
mentation that may happen between optimiza
tions. The lesser used files are then placed at
the end.

You can also select to let Disk Express to
optimize in the background or at prescheduled
times. An advanced verify read/write system
allows Disk Express II to work in the back
ground. This further protects your data. An
Optimization Index is a value used to help
Disk Express decide when to optimize. It is
similar to the one used by Public Utilities.
There is a manual selection to choose from as

well.

Most of the other features found in Disk

Express II are similar to the other optimizers. I
must admit that this program does offer more
than the averse number of options. There is
even a choice to buying it. You can either buy
it as a stand alone or purchase it as part of
Alsoft Power Utilities. Dollar for dollar I

would recommend get the utility package.
The powerful Font and DA manger
Masterjuggler is also included in this package.
Alsoft makes excellent products for the Mac
and Disk Express II is one of them.

Central Point Optimizer

Central Point Optimizer is a bit of a cross
between Speed Disk and Disk Express II. It
also has features not found on any of the other
optimizers. Like Disk Express II, CP
Optimizer allows you to place the free space in
the middle. It also lets you place it at the end
but it does not monitor your drive like Disk
Express II does.

Most optimizers lays your files down in a
default order. This order usually is the boot
files, directory, desktop, system, DAs and
cdevs, applications, and documents. The rea
son I brought this fact up is due to a unique
feature built into this program. CP Optimizer
allows you to set the order in which you lay
your files down. This allows you to personal
ize how your data is laid out on your HD.

Just be carefiil with this function. It would
not take much to cause your drive to work
harder after optimizing than it was before.
Make sure you understand what you are doing
if you deviate from the default settings.

If you are using an on disk compression
programs, (ie Times Two, Autodoubler, More

Disk Space, etc.) you will discover that opti
mizers see all compressed files as documents.
This means that applications, data files, and
any other file that has been compressed looks
the same to the optimizer. This could prove
to be a problem if you decide to prioritize how
your data is laid down.
CP Optimizer also give you the ability to

walk away from your Mac once you set the
optimizer in motion. It has an option that lets
you set the program to shut down your Mac
when it is done. This way you are not locked
to your machine while it is doing all the work.
You can also set it to do a restart or just pro
duce and audible sound.

CP Optimizer is part of MacTools 2.0 utili
ty package. This is one very powerful package.
It's data recovery portion has even spun off
into it's own package called Safe & Sound. It
is a pity that Central Point did not have the
insight to include their optimizer with Safe &
Sound. I will say that you will get your
money's worth if you buy MacTools 2.0

Silverlining

Silverlining has got to be the biggest no frill
optimizer I have seen to date. The only option
offered is weather or not you want your free
space cleared. Everything else is built into the
optimizer. The thing that makes this optimiz
er stand out from the rest is it's speed. This is
the fastest optimizer I have seen to date. The
other optimizers took on an average of 40
minutes to do my 40meg HD.
Silverlining took 10 to 15 minutes to do the
same work.

The first time I used the program, I
switched over to CP optimizer to look at the
disk map. I just could not believe that
Silverlining could have done the job so fast.
To my surprise it did a perfect job and the
data was in default order. Maybe LaCie
should call it Silver Lightening! If you are the
type of person where time is a commodity,
then this program may be ideal for you. It is
also an excellent driver installer and HD for

matter.

Last Thoughts

This has been part three of my series on
Taking Care of Business. By now, those of
you who are following my advice should have
healthy Macs and your data is well protected.
Remember, all that I have discussed in the last

two issues means nothing if you don't backup
your data. As I said, optimizers are great tools.
They also do a great job of wiping your drive

Utilities continued on page 28
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1925 Southwest Freeway #103 @ Shepard
I  Houston, Texas

PROCESSOR/MEMORY UPGRADES

ACCELLERATORS

MAINTAINACE
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MAINTENANCE REPAIR SPECIALISTS...

Component level repairsOffice: 713 524-5646

Fax: 713 524-4635 Lasers
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Utilities continued from page 26

clean if a power failure of system error was to
happen. Believe me, it happened to me! Next
issue we will look at screen burn-in and how to

prevent it.

Product Information

Public Utilities

Fifth Generation

10049 N. Reiger Rd
Baton Rouge La. 70809
1-800-873-4384

Special thanks to Jan Jacob for sending me the program

Norton Speed Disk- Part of the Norton Utilities for the
Mac

Symantec Corp.
10201 Torre Ave.

Cupertino Ca. 95014
408-253-9600 or 800-441-7234

Price- $ 149.00

Special thanks to Margaret Pfeiffer for sending me the
program to review

Disk Express II- Part of AlSoft Power Utilities (APU) or
sold by itself
ALsoft Software

PO Box 927

Spring, Tx 77383
713-353-4090

Price- Disk Express II$89.95
APU-$129.95

Special thanks to Larry Davis for sending me the pro
gram to review

Central Point Optimizer- Part of Central Point Utilities
2.0

Central Point Software Inc.

152201SrW Greenbrier Parkway, Suite 200
Beaverton Or. 97006

503-690-8090

Price- $149.

Special thanks to Karen Garrison for sending me the
program to review

SilverLining
La Cie Ltd.

19552 SW 90th Court

Tualatin, Or. 97062

800-999-3919

Price-$149.00

Special thanks to Mike Mihalik for sending me the pro
gram to review

Note- All of these programs will run on any Mac with a
minimum of 1 meg of ram.

Robert C. Lewis is a Teacher in Houston

Texas, a freelance writer, runs the Macintosh

Games and Utility Special Interest Group for
the Houston Area Apple User Group, is a
contributing editor to the APPLE BARREL,
and Home & School Mac and does a little

beta testing on the side.

MOVING?
If you've moved

or are planning to move,
be sure to send

your new address to the
Haai.x; Membership

Comipirtee,

so you^Bli'l miss
a single issue,^|H^ngi or event.
The Appi.E B.J^tiL is mailed at
bulk rates. andTiilk Rate Mail

doesn't alwavs net forwarded

by the Post Office.

Just fill out and mail the form

below and select

"Address Change Only,"
or take it to the Membership Desk

at the next Haaug meeting.

If You're Not Yet a Member of Haaug, Isn't It Time You Joined?
All you have to do is fill out this application, and send it with a check or money order to the following address:

Haaug Membership

Houston Area Apple Users Group

P.O. Box 610150

□ New Membership ($35) 1
□ Student membership ($30) I
Q Address Change Only I
Name:

Address:

City, State, Zip :

Company Name :

Home Phone : 1

Type of Macintosh or Apple II:

How did you find out about Haaug?

□

W

 Foreign ($50)
□ Renewal ($30)
Q Address Change with Renewal

ork Phone:

Date : Check Number:

Please make your check payable to Houston Area Apple Users Group.
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"Uh, hello, Characters & One Works? Forgive me for calling with a request this compUcated at this

late hour when I'm sure y'all are swamped but I'm really in high weeds over here, you see, because

this four-color ad's gotta ship in express mail Thursday and I need a few things done like set it in

Hushpuppy Light and give me Beerbelly Bold with a little shadow effect for my heads and subheads

with the type in a real tight rag around this inset logo on the layout I can show you and the company

president's picture — we'll need to insert him into the crowd scene (and let's 'eighty-six' his deer

rifle while we're at it) — and frankly it could stand to be brightened up some which means he needs

to approve the thing of course and he's leaving for Belize so I'll need to see a color proof in a hurry

then and, oh yeah, this magazine is published out of Geneva — so do you know how to say 'emulsion

side up' in Swiss? — and the good news is I can put this on a Mac disk and be ready for your driver

in about twenty minutes but before you say 'No' can you pull three sets of dupe negs and send them

over along with the ad on a thirty-five millimeter slide for a new business presentation too.

Characters & One Works can you do it?"

Characters
& One Works

Houston's Larjjest

Prepress Production Facility

Characters & One Works 2501A Centr
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After you have tried the rest... use the best.
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